Madrona Point Dive Site
How to dive it and how to get there.
Driving directions from Nanaimo
Follow Hwy 19 north to Northwest Bay Road and turn right. Follow NW Bay Rd to Beaver Creek
Wharf Road and make a right. Follow a short distance to a ''T'' intersection which is Madrona Drive
and turn left. Follow to a dead end and park somewhere near the trail head. (Total drive time is
approximately 30 minutes)
Diving Madrona Points Main Wall
There are a few options to diving here but the primary dive is called the Main Wall.
To dive the Main Wall enter the water at either the Big ''V'' or Little ''V'' (see map) and then a swim of
approximately 6 or 7 minutes on a heading of either 20 degrees or 0 degrees respectively will get you
to the most westerly part of where the main wall begins.
Most divers and myself included prefer the little ''V'' as I find it easy to keep what is known as the
maze on my right and stay the ''0'' heading. Also when you get to the beginning of the Main Wall you
should find a few old scuba tanks left on the bottom as a marker.
When you are at the wall you will be moving west to east as you do the dive and when its time to turn
you can either 180 in or I like to turn a little early and follow the top of the wall back to the Maze and
check out this area on the return swim.
Note: as you are heading out to the Main Wall, if the current seems to be moving you to your right or
east, consider saving more air for the return swim!
Diving the Small and Mid Walls at Madrona Point
Have a look at the map and you will see that you walk straight to the beach and then just go left until
you run out of real estate. There is a natural trench that is the easy way to enter the water, or if the tide
is high you can also use a giant step.
When in the water just keep the wall on your right and the depth will gradually increase as you move
along the wall. The end of the Small Wall has a little rock outcropping and is in about 45 to 50 fsw.
From here depending on your air supply you can either turn south, which will put you on the beach,
or as an alternative follow a heading of about 20 degrees to the Mid Wall.
Another way to reference the Mid Wall from the end of the Small Wall is to follow the 50 foot depth
contour using this as your guide.
The swim to the Mid Wall takes about 7 or 8 minutes and is easy to miss as the wall is quite short.
In any case a southerly (180 degree) heading puts you back on the beach.
Diving The Maze at Madrona Point
To dive the Maze simply enter the water at the Small ''V'' and take a 0 degree heading.
A short swim and you will find yourselves cruising amongst some large rock outcroppings that one
can just wander through until its time to turn around.
A rough southerly or 180 degree heading and you will be at either the little or big ''V'' for your exit.
Cheers and safe diving!
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